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Dear reader of this thesis, “This is the end”. The end of a peculiar and unique
period of my life, in which about four years ago I stepped outside home and
went abroad for start this new experience. The decision of going abroad was
peculiar and anomalous of me, but it happened and I really don’t regret it.
Is time now to mention people and events that took part and had a role in
these four long years. I had both positive and negative experiences, and both
contributed to make me a different person with respect to the one that arrived
four years ago in a cold Groningen with a huge enveloped suitcase, and could
hardly speak English with a bad Italian accent (still there!). As some people
know, also in my case I encountered an unavoidable hectic “scramble” to do
everything in time for defend this 4th of March, meaning that I will have to be
quick. I’m also not good in speeches, farewell and writing in general, as a very
long experience in school confirmed.

The order is not meant to be hierarchical and I hope not to forget anyone, so
many people have come and gone in these years!

First I should spend few words about my parents and my family in general.
They had hard time, seeing me going abroad suddenly and starting something
so big. At the end however, they realized how important it was for me, and
which amazing experiences I’ve gotten from this PhD, beside all the difficulties
that I could have encountered.

Inga, I would recommend as a supervisor to any beloved person. Thank you
for your help and encouragement in the hard moments of the paper and thesis
writing, the nice discussions on science, but also common things like, society,
countries, life experiences and so on. You have been always very optimistic
and this was compensating my quite negative tendencies all the time. I will
always remember all the nice DIANA meetings all around Europe, the lively
discussions and the ambitious projects. I agree that it was a success in all the
senses! I never heard about other teams that were so enthusiastic. Thank you
and Ulli also for the nice barbeque dinners at your place! Thank you for all the
wonderful conferences all around the world, from Hawaii to Chile, to Cyprus.
They allowed me not only to have interactions and productive discussions with
people in the community, but also a unique chance to travel.

Maja, I feel super lucky that I’ve met and discovered a person like you. It’s
not easy to find people so sensitive and rich of experiences, who really managed
to travel all around the planet, almost like a mission you have in your life. I
will remember always all the moments of discussions and common experiences!
Wish you all the best in your life with Robert!

Silvia, you basically adopted me as brother! Thank you for all the discus-
sions, for being patient while listening to me, my stories and... well, in the end
I hope you had also fun, not everything happened to me was so boring ;D. It
was great to have you here, you are a fantastic person! It was great to have you
also in my group, discuss about science, ProDiMo, making projects..I wonder if
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one day we will manage to submit a cool proposal together :).
Nienke, it was simply great when we met in Santiago and we plan one of

the coolest trip (I would say an expedition) of my life! It was amazing to climb
Villarrica volcano, actually just one year before it made one of the strongest
eruption of the last 30 years :)! Thank you for being part of that great adventure
in Chile! Wish you all the best in your new adventure, the post-doc in Hawaii!

Aleksandar, my bro! I cannot forget all the discussions we had, about any
topic, in the office, at your place, in the balcony of the observatory. It was great
to have you as office mate! Thank you for all the evening out, the wonderful
dinners at your place prepared by Jasmina ;)!

Rosina, was great to have you around! It was nice to go to Santiago for the
conference on Herbig stars, I think you won’t forget the trip to Isla Negra and
the dinner at the Argentinian restaurant, where I was quite stoned by a huge
pisco sour! :D Thank you also for being my buddy at HIIT, it was lots of fun to
train together!

Seyda, I think you will have a nice remember of this experience in Nether-
lands. It was nice to know you, :) I wish you all the best for the future!

Then, I want to thank of course my office mates, Saikat, the “reincarnation of
Jimi Hendrix”, the silent hard worker Francesco, that was always rising the level
of seriousness of our office. Evandro, that when we heard was from Brazil, we
thought the office could become like a permanent party.. And of course all the
“intruders” that were coming almost simultaneously and sometimes bothering
me, like Ajinkya, Bharat, Sampath...who else?...

Ajinkya, well, we managed to survive together for almost three years.. You
would say the same. Come on, was also fun at the end!.. Well, I learnt that
when you have a strong opinion, you can go endless defending it :). We had
also interesting discussions, commenting news and politics..

The Italians & Co.! In “spontaneous” order, Davide P. (alias “Centurione”),
how many times did I had to convince you to come for training :)? Antonino,
I hope you will apologize my falling asleep during the few sessions of “role
games” I’ve joined, it was the fault of the beer, not me! Cristiana, nice and
funny discussions we had about everything, still you didn’t came to train with
me at HIIT... I hope you will do, you really have to meet Mayke ;D!! Enrico,
I hope you will manage to perform a professional observations finally, maybe
even in Chile or in some other wonderful places! Then of course cannot forget
to mention Chiara (alias “the coach” :)), Stefania, Marisa, Filippo, Laura, Davide
M., but also about the “Co.”, Pablo (great science discussions! Lots of fun as
well!), Aaron (it took a while to make you understand my awful accent, and I
to get your strong Oceanian accent, still I have to improve mine! :D), Wouter,
Mustafa, Manolis & Mary, Abhik (another faithful wingman at training :)), Jaco,
Anastasia, Pece, Stephanie, Hans & Tjitske, (thanks with all the help for the
thesis stuff, good luck with the future! :)), Veronica, Gisela, Giorgos, Marta, Ka-
tia, Jan, Ronald (how many interesting science discussions we had! You always
surprised me with your stories!), Andrey, Patrick, Johan (how fun was to be
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paranimf of Aleksandar!), Leon, Martina, Guobao & Yanping, Evgenia, Yunhee,
Shoko (what nice discussions we had about historical martial arts, you are doing
great with Taekwondo! Thank you also for all the time you prepared wonderful
sushi! :)) Sarrvesh, Kelley.

...Damn did I forgot someone?..

Greetings.

Stefano Antonellini
January 2016
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